The First Dock of Its Kind...
®
THE LAST DOCK YOU WILL EVER NEED.

FLOATING DOCK AND LIFT SYSTEMS

www.ez-dock.com
800-654-8168

The patented flotation design and coupling system of EZ
Dock provides more stability than traditional floating dock
structures, and is virtually unsinkable under normal use.

Why EZ Dock?
IT’S EASY

VERSATILE

EZ Dock was developed with the discriminating waterfront

No two waterfront properties are exactly the same, so why

consumer in mind. After years of battling harsh weather

not choose the versatility of the EZ Dock modular system that

conditions and having to install and remove docks seasonally,

can be configured to meet your unique waterfront vision?

two innovative friends invented and patented the EZ Dock

The modular dock sections even allow you to add dock

system that changed the dock industry forever. Backed by

pieces later, or to reconfigure your dock layout as your

additional engineering and development after joining the

needs change. EZ Dock’s EZ Designer™ online configuration

PlayPower family of companies, EZ Dock offers the strongest

software, found at www.ez-dock.com, allows you to create

and the most stable plastic floating dock and lift systems on

your own system and get a quote on your design from a

the market.

nearby dealer who can also recommend a suitable anchoring

More and more people have turned to EZ Dock for their
residential and commercial uses, making it the industry

method. When you finish your dock design, you can add
PWC or boat lifts, benches, storage, or even a roof system.

leader in polyethylene docking systems and accessories.
EZ Dock, Incorporated is not associated with General Motors Corporation and General Motors Corporation did not participate in the above demonstration. WARNING: EZ Dock, Inc.
performed the depicted maneuver to demonstrate its product’s buoyancy and weight capacity. EZ Dock does not suggest that its products be used as a form of flotation for automobiles, and
specifically advises that automobiles should not be driven onto its docks.
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Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

EZ Dock vs. Wood
While there are many advantages of EZ
Dock over traditional wood docks, the
most significant is reduced maintenance,
which can be measured in both time and
money saved. EZ Dock sections don’t rust
or splinter, and they don’t have individual
boards that need to be replaced or
painted. Pressure washing is a thing of the
past with EZ Dock. Soap and water from
a traditional garden hose are all you need
to clean your EZ Dock system.
Additionally, EZ Dock is environmentally
friendly, as it allows sun light to filter
through, and it will not release harmful
chemicals into waterways as treated
lumber can often do.
From a comfort standpoint, the light color
of EZ Dock makes it cooler than sun-baked
wood, with no splinters or rusty nails, so
your bare-foot users will thank you!

www.ez-dock.com
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HIGH VALUE
EZ Dock knows that a waterfront
property is a major investment, and that
waterfront owners need stable, versatile
and maintenance free docking systems to
compliment their investments.
That’s why EZ Dock designed its products
to be attractive, easy to install, adaptable,
and virtually maintenance free. EZ Dock’s
products are constructed from materials
that help them retain their “like new”
appearance. This saves time and money
spent on maintenance, and thus maximizes
your long-term investment. For the best value,
choose EZ Dock when replacing an existing
dock or designing and installing a new one.

HIGH QUALITY
EZ Dock is a 20 year old company that is
ISO 9001 certified. We utilize state-of-theart engineering, manufacturing and quality
processes to develop and deliver the highest
quality dock products in the industry.
Because we are so confident in our product
we back it with an 8 year warranty. Our
warranty details can be found on our
website at www.ez-dock.com.

Most EZ Dock products are in stock and ready
to be delivered, so most dock systems can be
purchased and installed right away. With EZ
Dock, you don’t have to wait to start enjoying your
waterfront leisure!
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Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Why EZ Dock?
www.ez-dock.com
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Applications
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Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Whether you have a lakeside cottage, oceanfront property, or are
part of a homeowners association, EZ Dock can create a dock system
tailored for your specific needs.

Applications

Residential /Property Development

Let our factory trained distributors/dealers help you make sense of
dock permits, local codes, environmental considerations and water
conditions that may impact your ultimate design.

Marinas
Whether you need two slips or 2000, EZ Dock has dedicated and
experienced distributors and dealers to help you navigate the process.
We will help you understand the challenges that come with new dock
development or existing dock replacement while helping you meet all
local codes and requirements.
With hundreds of successful marina projects to our credit, EZ Dock can
offer you years of experience to help design dock systems and select
products that will provide the best solution to your docking needs.

Restaurants
Increase profits by providing access to patrons arriving by
boat, or provide additional dining space with desirable water
views. EZ Dock will work with you to provide safe and stable
waterfront accessibility. EZ Dock systems can be configured
to conform to the latest ADA requirements.
EZ Dock gives you options that make sense, increase
customer traffic, and add to your bottom line.

www.ez-dock.com
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Parks, Camps and Recreational Areas
Do you have fond memories of summer camp—swimming, fishing,
canoeing, kayaking, sailing, and waterskiing? The team at EZ
Dock does, and we have created numerous dock systems that
provide children and adults of all ages EZ access, including ADA
accessibility, to the water activities we all love.
Our low maintenance systems are designed specifically for customers
that have less staff, time and money to devote to constant dock
maintenance. In most cases, EZ Dock can be left in the water all year.
Ask your local dealer for recommendations to suit your specific water
conditions and needs.

Hotels / Resorts
EZ Dock has installed numerous dock solutions for hotels and resorts
worldwide. These docks are used for fishing piers, PWC storage, boat
rentals, boat launches and boat shuttle points.
Contact your local EZ Dock distributor to get a free quote.

Government / Military
EZ Dock systems are currently in use for various governmental,
military, and police security units worldwide. Whether your fleet
consists of PWCs, RIBS, boats, or other watercraft, EZ Dock offers
creative design solutions for EZ access to patrolled waters, while
keeping budgets in mind.
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Nature Preserves, Wildlife and Environmental Research
Wildlife habitats depend on our wetlands, and we, in turn, need to respect
their needs. EZ Dock sections allow light to penetrate through the dock,
fostering plant growth that is essential to wildlife.
EZ Dock’s designs utilize patented hollow sections that eliminates the use
of foam for flotation.
Foam is dangerous to wildlife when it deteriorates and breaks apart,
leaving debris in the water. We develop our products to work in harmony
with the environment -- not against it. EZ Dock contains no toxins or
other ingredients that could harm wildlife like treated wood or foam filled
products can.

Special Events
Special water-front events that require floating platforms can present
unique challenges. They demand considerable planning and attention to
detail to make them fun, entertaining and safe for all involved.
EZ Dock understands this and can help you plan and provide for your
special event with docks and floating platforms to accommodate judges,
officials, contestants, performers, spectators, press, photographers, etc.
EZ Dock products easily install and dismantle and are perfect for traveling
and reoccuring events held in various locations such as ski competitions,
fishing tournaments, concerts, golf tournaments and in-water boat shows.

Rowing
EZ Dock makes a perfect platform for launching rowing skulls.
The unmatched stability and flotation capacity allows for
even the largest 8 person teams to safely and confidently
carry their skulls to the dock edge for launching. Dock
freeboard can be adjusted to the optimum level by
adding or removing water ballast from the dock
sections as needed.

www.ez-dock.com
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Dock Sections

Corner Gusset Part# 300501
Polyethylene corner gusset adds deck surface and
additional stability to dock fingers when needed.

Modular, Stable, Cool and Durable

Features & Benefits

Choose from many different sizes and shapes to get the exact dock configuration

•

Excellent stability on water

you desire. The patented EZ Dock system makes it a snap to install. Just lay out the

•

Low or virtually no maintenance

sections, bolt couplers in place, and tighten down the bolts.

•

Beige “cool-to-touch” color

The beige color makes our docks more attractive, and helps them blend with the

•

Safe, slip-resistant surface

natural surroundings -- but most importantly, it is cooler to the touch.

•

Strength and flexibility

EZ Dock’s patented flotation design creates suction and compression to increase

•

Secure connection couplers

stability. When you walk on an EZ Dock, you will immediately notice the difference.

•

Versatile modular design

It’s not just floating, it’s actually creating stability by using the patented hollow

•

Expandable for future growth

chambers on the underside.

•

Anchoring systems for
all conditions

high-stress conditions, while still providing unified firmness. EZ Dock’s polyethylene

•

Four-season accessibility

construction provides outstanding modularity, superb buoyancy, functionality, and

•

Custom designs available

The patented connection couplers allow the sections to move independently under

safety. That makes for an extremely versatile dock system.
Use the EZ Designer™ Configuration tool to assist you in creating
a dock that meets your needs. Your configuration can be
stored or sent to the nearest EZ Dock distributor for pricing and
anchoring recommendations.
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Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Dock Sections

Versatile Modular Design
The EZ Dock system is easily configured to suit most any need.
Combine various size sections and accessories to create a simple
swim platform or an elaborate multiple-slip marina.

A view of the bottom and inside of an EZ Dock section
reveals flotation chambers and an extra-heavy wall
thickness that creates tremendous structural integrity.
The patented flotation chambers (also referred to as
pylons) were designed into our dock sections to provide
additional stability on the water making EZ Dock the
most stable dock on the market. EZ Dock systems do not
depend on or need foam fillings thereby eliminating any
environmental concerns.

D
E
A

C

B

F

Special connection couplers are designed
to allow sections to move independently
under high-stress conditions, yet provide
unified stability. Made with recycled
material, the couplers are compounded to
prevent fatigue problems. The composite
coupler bolt and nut eliminate rusting in all
water conditions.

U.S. Patent # 5,281,055
Part# 301100

A
B
C
D

E

F

SIZE

WEIGHT

FLOTATION
CAPACITY

PART #

40” x 5’ x 15”

100 lbs.

1,000 lbs.

204060

1m x 1.5m x 38cm

45.4 kg

453.6 kg

40” x 10’ x 15”

190 lbs.

2,000 lbs.

1m x 3.1m x 38cm

86.2 kg.

907.2 kg

60” x 10’ x 15”

285 lbs.

3,000 lbs.

1.5m x 3.1m x 38cm

129.3 kg.

1360.8 kg

80” x 10’ x 15”

385 lbs.

4,000 lbs.

2m x 3.1m x 38cm

175 kg.

1814.4 kg

60” x 10’ x 15”
(Half-Hexagon)

210 lbs.

2,000 lbs.

1.5m x 3.1m x 38cm
(Half-Hexagon)

95.3 kg

907.2 kg

Corner Gusset

40 lbs.
18 kg.

204010
206010

Half Hexagon Dock
EZ Dock adds even more
design versatility with our
half-hexagon dock option.

208010

260120

300501

www.ez-dock.com
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PWC Lifts
Which EZ Port® is Right For You?
EZ Port revolutionized docking and launching with the original
drive-on PWC lift. Still the industry leader, EZ Port is the
simplest drive-on, push-off method of dry-docking. The raised
bow stop helps to prevent drivers from “overshooting”.

IDLE UP

EASE INTO
THROTTLE

ROLL TO FRONT

There is no winching, cranking, pumping or hoisting necessary
and its durability is the reason why EZ Port remains the number
one PWC lift in the market.
Self-floating EZ Port moves with changing water levels and
helps protect watercraft from damage caused by wind or
waves. It is so simple to use that even beginner PWC operators
will find boarding and launching a breeze, with foot space on
both sides and the front to allow ample access and stability.
 Z Port installation requires just a few tools and very little time.
E
You can use it with your EZ Dock system or with an existing
traditional dock. Plus, EZ Port uses adjustable polyurethane
rollers to help protect against scratching your PWC investment
and to make it easier to dock and launch your watercraft.

Quick, virtually effortless launching and boarding.

Features & Benefits
EZ Port 3

• Adjustable rollers
Extension available for EZ Port
2, allowing easy expansion for use
with larger PWCs

EZ Port 2

• Safe PWC storage
• Bulkhead
• Three-sided accessibility
• Low maintenance
• Tie up cleat

MODEL
EZ Port 2
EZ Port 3
Extension for
EZ Port 2

EZ Port & Stow

EZ Port &
Stow
*When attached to an EZ Dock product. Supplemental flotation available
for specific applications. Note: Because of the rotomolding process, weights
and dimensions may vary. US Patent #398,576
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SIZE

WEIGHT

FLOTATION
CAPACITY*

PART #
206011PW

127” x 60” x 15”

240 lbs.

800 lbs.

3.2m x 1.5m x 38cm

109 kg.

363 kg.

151” x 60” x 15”

280 lbs.

1300 lbs.

3.8m x 1.5m x 38cm

127 kg.

590 kg.

20” x 60” x 15”

70 lbs.

100 lbs.

.5m x 1.5m x 38cm

27 kg.

45 kg.

184” x 60” x 15”

520 lbs.

1450 lbs.

4.7m x 1.5m x 38cm

236 kg.

658 kg.

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

206013PW

206010EX

206016PW

®

EZ Port MAX® is a Port system that is Modular, Adaptable and eXpandable. It is the first port of its kind
to offer EZ on and EZ off inline parking for multiple PWC parking.

PWC Lifts

Take Your PWC to the

The EZ Port MAX can be used with standard EZ Dock, traditional fixed, floating or freestanding docks.

Features & Benefits

EZ Port MAX Entry

• Modular for multiple configurations to suit
your needs
• Adaptable to your waterfront
situation and watercraft

EZ Port MAX2 with
Easy Lift Entry

• eXpandable to allow multiple in-line
tandem configurations

(with Full Bow)

• Entry sections may be used “head-to-head”
for a drive-thru configuration
• One size fits all roller system
• Enhanced fit and form to match a wide
range of watercrafts

EZ Port MAX
Integrated Bow

• Integrated pipe brackets
• Wider and higher hull “cradle”
• Lower entry roller for EZ approach and
softer entry
• Easy loading and unloading
EZ Port MAX Easy
Lift Entry
MODEL

SIZE

WEIGHT

FLOTATION
CAPACITY*

PART #

EZ Port MAX Entry

149” x 60” x 11”

315 lbs.

1380 lbs.

206030PW

3.78m x 1.5m x 28cm

142.8 kg.

626 kg.

146” x 60” x 11”

328 lbs.

1400 lbs.

3.71m x 1.5m x 28cm

148.8 kg.

635 kg.

149” x 60” x 15”

320 lbs.

1380 lbs.

3.8m x 1.5m x 38.1cm

145 kg

626 kg.

60” x 42” x 15”

95 lbs.

400 lbs.

1.5m x 1.1m x 38.1cm

43 kg.

182 kg.

188” x 60” x 15”

490 lbs.

1700 lbs.

4.7m x 1.5m x 38.1cm

222 kg.

771 kg.

188” x 60” x 15”

405 lbs.

1700 lbs

4.7m x 1.5m x 38.1cm

184 kg.

771 kg.

39” x 60” x 10”

60 lbs.

1m x 1.5m x 25.4cm

27.2 kg.

33” x 10”x 16”

12 lbs.

.83m x 2.54cm x 40.6cm

5.4 kg.

EZ Port MAX
Extension
EZ Port MAX,
Integrated Bow
EZ Port MAX
Easy-Lift Entry
EZ Port MAX2 with
Easy Lift Entry
(Full Bow)
EZ Port MAX2 with
Easy Lift Entry
(Small Bow)
EZ Port MAX
Full Bow Section
EZ Port MAX
Small Bow Section

EZ Port MAX
Extension

206031PW

Full Bow
206032PW

206033EX

206034PW

Small Bow

*When attached to an EZ Dock product. Supplemental flotation available for specific applications.
Note: Because of the rotomolding process, weights and dimensions may vary.

206035PW

206025BS

206027BS

www.ez-dock.com
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Drive-On Boat Lifts

NEW!
TM

EZ Dock’s Newest Addition to the
Port Line
EZ Dock’s new Boat Port is the perfect choice for many skiffs,
runabouts, jet boats, and light fishing boats. Adjustable rollers and
bunks allow the Boat Port to fit a wide variety of boat shapes and
sizes.
Designed like our other EZ Port products with an easy drive-on method
of dry docking, the Boat Port is self-floating and can move with the
changing water levels.
Keeping your boat high and dry, the Boat Port eliminates the need
for winching, cranking, pumping or hoisting.

13

Designed to fit a wide variety of flat bottom,
V-hull, and jet boats

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Available with
Flip-Up Cleat to
secure your boat or
watercraft to the lift.

Features & Benefits
• Self-centering entry roller
• Easy loading & unloading
• Optional flip-up cleat to secure
boat to lift
• Customizable skid bunks to fit a variety of
hull shapes

Drive-On Boat Lifts

TM

• Fully adjustable keel rollers can be added
for certain hulls
• Two replaceable rear wear plates
• Supplemental flotation available for
added bouyancy
• Multiple T-nut locations
for custom bunks/rollers
• Patent Pending

Shown with
Long Bunks
Available with or
without skid bunks to
fit a large variety of
boat sizes & shapes

Shown with
Short Bunks

Supplemental
Flotation

MODEL

Size

Weight

Flotation Capacity*

Part #

Boat Port

164” x 78” x 15”

550 lbs

1800 lbs/2500 lbs**

208015BL

4.2m x 2m x 38.1cm

249 kg

817 kg / 1134 kg

75” x 8” x 5”

33 lbs

-

1.9m x 20cm x 12.7cm

15 kg

-

Short Bunk
Long Bunk

108” x 8” x 10”

35 lbs

-

2.7m x 20cm x 25.4cm

16 kg

-

Supplemental Flotation*

40” x 20” x 8”

65 lbs

450 lbs*

(includes attachment strap)

102m x 51m x 20cm

29 kg

204 kg

Standard Winch
12” Keel Roller
Flip-Up Cleat

9” x 7” x 20”

38 lbs

-

23cm x 18cm x 51cm

17 kg

-

14” x 2.5” x 2.5”

10 lbs

-

36cm x 6cm x 6cm

5 kg

-

8” x 6” x 1”

3 lbs

-

20cm x 15cm x 3cm

1 kg

-

208102
208101
208100
100729
250012
250060

*Supplemental Flotation provides 450 lbs. of additional flotation and comes complete with 2 flotation units and an attachment strap.
** Theoretical flotation capacity. Actual capacity dependent upon weight distribution.

www.ez-dock.com
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Drive-On Boat Lifts

EZ Port IV

EZ Port IV with storage unit

15

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

The EZ Port IV offers the same EZ drive-on docking and launching
capabilities as a regular EZ Port for a PWC, but is made specifically
for V-hull boats up to 23’ (7m). It is the largest drive on port on the
market and you can mount it to your current EZ Dock system, existing
dock, or use as a stand alone.

Storage
Create a place for your boating gear.
Add EZ Dock’s bulk head storage bin to
your Port IV for storage, winching, or just
to create a barrier.

Features & Benefits
•

Flip-up front cleat

•

Sixteen optional roller positions to accommodate most boats

•

Fixed position stern roller

•

Three bed-way rollers with adjustable positions

•

Bulkhead (forward stop)

•

Optional bow/winch storage module

MODEL
EZ Port IV

Add an extension or two depending on
the length of your boat to increase the
flotation capacity of the lift.

WEIGHT

FLOTATION
CAPACITY*

PART #
208014PW

168” x 80” x 15”

500 lbs.

1600 lbs.

4.25m x 2.0m x 38cm

227 kg

725 kg.

48” x 80” x 15”

240 lbs.

400 lbs.

1.2m x 2.0m x 38cm

80 kg.

181 kg.

24” x 80” x 15”

100 lbs.

60cm x 2.0m x 38cm

45 kg.

40” x 20” x 8”

20 lbs.

225 lbs.

1m x .5m x 20cm

9 kg.

60 kg.

60” x 80” x 15”

250 lbs.

1.5m x 2m x 38cm

90 kg.

48” Extension

Extension

SIZE

24” Entry
Extension
Supplemental
Flotation
Bow/Winch

**

Drive on Boat Lifts

EZ Port IV

208014EX

228014EX

208014FL

208014BW

*When attached to an EZ Dock product. Supplemental flotation available for specific applications.
Note: Because of the rotomolding process, weights and dimensions may vary. US Patent #398,576
**Items can be sold separately.

48” Extension

EZ On and Off
The Port IV makes lifting boats EZ. No
mechanical action or external power
required. Just idle up and roll aboard. Port
IV can accommodate many boat models—
just ask your dealer for more details.

24” Entry Extension

Supplemental
Flotation

www.ez-dock.com
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Winch-On Boat Lifts

After a Long Day on the Water

Features &
Benefits



When your day of boating fun and sun has ended, pulling onto the EZ Dock boat lift is as
simple as loading it onto a roller bed trailer. Simply idle up and winch your boat onto the
lift. This lift will keep your boat high and dry - free from impacts, floating debris, algae
and barnacles.


• Adjustable polyurethane
rollers
• High-quality winch system
• Protective bow stop

The EZ Dock boat lift system is engineered for most fiberglass V-style hull boats. Multiple
adjustable rollers can accommodate boats with a 14 to 21 degree dead-rise angle. By

• Modular intermediate
section

positioning the rollers in four possible configurations on two trays, eight different heights

• Sculpted stern section

can be achieved to suit your needs.

aids loading and

You can configure regular EZ Dock sections to create a horseshoe-shaped docking system
for other watercraft including pontoons, catamarans and even seaplanes. Let us help you
customize a system to fit your needs.

unloading
• Low maintenance
• Cool beige color
•	Boat launching strap
(for specific applications)

HOOK UP
17

WINCH ON

DOCKING COMPLETE

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

MAXIMUM
BOAT WEIGHT

A

DOCK
DIMENSIONS

B

C

Winch On Boat Lifts

Boat Lift Configurations
D

LENGTH X WIDTH

12’ (3.7m) - 14’ (4.3m) Boat Length
A

1500 lbs.

13’ x 10’

B

1600 lbs.

15’ x 10’

C

2100 lbs.

15’ x 10’

(680 kg)

(726 kg)
(953 kg)

(4m x 3m)

(4.6m x 3m)
(4.6m x 3m)

E

14’ (4.3m) - 17’ (5.2m) Boat Length
D

2300 lbs.
(1043 kg)

F

G

H

18’ x 13’
(5.5m x 4m)

16’ (4.9m) - 18’ (5.5m) Boat Length
E

1700 lbs.

18’ x 10’

F

1800 lbs.

20’ x 10’

G

2100 lbs.

20’ x 20’

H

2300 lbs.

20’ x 13’

I

2600 lbs.

20’ x 16’

(771 kg)
(816 kg)
(953 kg)

(1043 kg)
(1179 kg)

(5.5m x 3m)
(6m x 3m)
(6m x 6m)

I

J

K

(6m x 4m)

(6m x 4.9m)

17’ (5.2m) - 19’ (5.8m) Boat Length
J

2500 lbs.

20’ x 13’

K

2900 lbs.

20’ x 16’

(1134 kg)
(1315 kg)

(6m x 4m)

(6m x 4.9m)

Stern section adds 18” (46cm) to length of dock.

1. W
 inch/Bow Stop Section #204005FL

5. Support Truss Kit #92405FL

	
20” (50cm) Long, 40” (1m) Wide,

15” (38cm) High.
Section Weight: 45 lbs. (20 kg)
Winch: F ulton XLT series 1400 lbs..
(635 kg) winch, 20’ (6.1m)
strap, and hook.

Recommended for use on all boat lifts
with boats exceeding 1,800 lb.

2

1

6. Boat Launch #900070
7. Side Stabilizer Roller Kit #60000SS

2. Intermediate Roller Section #204020FL
	20” (50cm) Long, 40” (1m) Wide,
15” (38cm) High.
Section Weight: 45 lbs. (20 kg)
Rollers: One adjustable roller.

3

3. S
 tern Roller Section #204670FL
	60” (1.5m) Long, 40” (1m) / 70” (1.8m) Wide,
15” (38cm) High.
Section Weight: 150 lbs. (68 kg)
Rollers: Two adjustable rollers. 		
One fixed rear roller.

4. E
 xample: Assembled Lift
 - 40” (1m) x 10’ (3m) x 15” (38cm)
3
dock sections combined with the Bow Stop,
Intermediate Roller, and Stern Roller Sections.
Maximum Boat Weight:
1500 lbs. (680 kg)
Overall Dock Dimensions:
13’ (4m) x 10’ (3m)
Boat Length: 12’ (3.7m) - 14’ (4.3m)
Additional flotation available for heavier boats.
Stern section adds 18” (46cm) to length of dock.
Because of the rotomolding process, weights and dimensions may vary.

4
7

5
www.ez-dock.com
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EZ Launch

now with

Accessible Transfer System

Universal Accessibility
EZ Dock has taken accessibility to another level with their new EZ Launch® Accessible Transfer System for Kayaks and
Canoes. A first in the industry, the Accessible Transfer System provides individuals with disabilities universal accessibility
that exceeds the minimum requirements of the ADA. The Transfer Bench is built with two heights for easy transfer from
wheelchairs of varying sizes and two Transfer Slide Boards to accommodate differing watercraft heights. The Transfer Slide
Boards land securely on a railing system that stabilizes the slide board and provides grab bar assistance for easy side
movement. All users can simply sit, slide over and drop down into a kayak or canoe
then utilize the side rails to pull off or back on.

Features & Benefits
•

Guide rails provide for easy access in and out of the water

•

Launch rollers for easy movement of the watercraft

•

Transfer bench with 2 heights for easy transfer from wheelchairs of varying sizes

•

Transfer Slide Boards with 2 heights for differing watercraft sizes

•

Railing system for Slide Board stabilization and user transfer support for easy side
movement

•

Constructed of all marine grade components and anodized aluminum

•

Floating platform adjusts to changing water levels

•

Exceeds the minimum requirements of the ADA

2 Level Transfer Bench

Transfer Slide Boards
19

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

EZ Trail
Make Your Nature Trail Accessible to All
The EZ Trail® system from EZ Dock is a smart way to create accessible ramps and pathways in your woodland, wetland,
or any other place you need a safe and durable walking platform. Our patented system is less invasive, and the large
interconnecting, modular sections are simple to install. In addition, you can easily add sections as needed, or re-configure
your walkway anytime you like.
Treated wood and foam-filled products can be dangerous to wildlife habitats, but EZ Trail utilizes only safe, non-toxic
materials. The hollow sections provide stable flotation, and they can be suspended above vegetation during periods of
low water, so as not to harm the habitat.
Our goal is to effectively and efficiently meet all of your outdoor walkway needs, while working in harmony with the
environment - not against it. Simply put, EZ Trail makes it easy for anyone to enjoy nature at anytime in any setting.

Features & Benefits
•

Versatile and expandable self-floating design
that is suitable for land and water

•

Easily moved unlike fixed walkways, ramps,
piers or docks

•

Less invasive because it does not require
permanent foundation

•

Made from low-maintenance and non-toxic
materials

•

Light can penetrate to foster plant growth
beneath

•

Suspendable above vegetation by use of
supports

•

Beige color is attractive and blends with
natural surroundings

•

Universal accessibility

www.ez-dock.com
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Anchoring
Hold Steady Mate
Once you have created your EZ Dock, you will need to select an anchoring system to work with
your existing piling or with your new installation.
Our wide-variety of anchoring components can accommodate most water conditions and bottoms
(deep, shallow, rough, muddy or sandy), and are simple to install. EZ Dock anchoring products are
made from long-lasting, durable materials that can accommodate standard or heavy-duty demands.
Your local dealer can help you select the anchoring system that is right for your location.

Pipe Augers
Part# 100255 or 100355
Auger with bolt and nut allows for
drilling and setting pipe in lake, river,
or ocean bottoms. Pipe sold separately.
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Adapter Hinge
Part# 100750 or 100750SS

Stiff-Arm Heavy-Duty
Part# 800099

Reversible hinge allows you to bolt EZ Port
PWC lifts or EZ Dock sections to other types
of floating docks. Set of 2

Anchor to a shoreline abutment or to a
shoreline post with our heavy-duty stiff-arm.
Light-duty stiff-arm bracket also available.

Heavy-Duty Pipe Bracket
Part# 210250 or 210350

Pipe Bracket
Part# 130250 or 130350

Pipe Stand-Off Bracket
Part# 1051000

Heavy-duty polyethylene pipe bracket allows
docks to adjust to changing water levels.

Standard-duty polyethylene bracket provides
ample anchoring for EZ Port PWC lifts, or
for smaller docks in moderate conditions.

Polyurethane bracket attaches top of pipe to
stationary docks. Fits pipe from 2.5” (6cm)
to 3.5” (9cm) O.D.

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Anchoring

Deadweight Bracket
(Heavy Duty)
Part# 210350 and 100725P
Add a deadweight insert to our heavy-duty
polyethylene pipe bracket to anchor docks
in deep water or over rocky bottoms.

Deadweight Stiff Arm Combo
Bracket
Part# 100700, 800095-20
This combination bracket can be used with
both EZ Dock’s deadweight or stiff arm
anchoring system.

Deadweight Winch Insert
Part# 210350 and 100730
Deadweight insert and cable winch added
to our polyethylene pipe bracket allow easy
dock adjustment for water fluctuations.
Cable sold separately.

Deadweight Bracket (Standard
Duty)
Part# 100740 or 100740SS
For light-duty anchoring with chain and/or
to attach 4” (10cm) x 4” (10cm) railing or
mooring posts. Chain sold separately.
Set of 2

Piling Bracket
Part# 300800

Piling Bracket and Hoop
Part# 100800, 100812 (shown)

Heavy-duty polyethylene bracket allows
lateral position adjustment to attach to piles
up to 18” (46cm) in diameter.

Mainframe piling bracket is pre-drilled for
hoops from 4” (10cm) to 24” (61cm) wide.
Includes connectors with nuts. Hoops sold
separately.

www.ez-dock.com
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Gangways
Gangways
Engineered with the same technology
and quality as our EZ Dock sections, our
gangways offer the same uncompromised
durability and modular versatility. We offer
gangways manufactured from aluminum,
wood, or polyethylene (the patented version).
Our polyethylene gangway is available
in 6-foot (1.82m) sections, that can be
combined to lengths of 12 feet (3.65m) or 18
feet (5.48m). To compliment the gangways,
railings are also available for added safety.

Gangway (Aluminum)
Part# G110208 to G100524

Transition Plate
Part# G200350, G200450 or G200550

Our aluminum gangway features welded
construction with an available ThruFlowTM
decking walkway. Available in five lengths,
from 8’ to 24’ and four widths: 2’, 3’, 4’
& 5’.

Our gangway transition plate with
ThruFlowTM decking creates a sturdy
transition between the shore grade and
aluminum gangway. Available in three
widths: 3’, 4’, and 5’.

Gangway Roller Kit
Part# 300300, 300400 or 300350

Poly Gangway
Part# 400406 (6’ section)

Abutment Kit
Part# G200465

Gangway roller kit allows end of gangway
to adjust with changing water levels. PVC
roller for 3’ (0.91m) and 4’ (1.2m) length;
galvanized steel roller for 5” (1.5m) length.

Shown above with two 6’ sections installed
with the 12’ Aluminum Tube Support Kit
(Part# 401412) and optional 12’ Hand
Rail (Part# 400912).

Hinged bracket with hardware attaches
gangway to shoreline abutment. Available
in 60” (1.5m) width.

Float Hinge Bracket
Part# G200360, G200460, G200560

Gangplank Mounting Kit
Part# 100240, 100340 or 100600

Plank Gangway (Polyethylene)
Part# 200200

Hinged bracket with hardware attaches
gangway to dock. Available in 2, 3, & 4
pocket connection.

Galvanized steel hinge bracket and
hardware, for wood walkways 24”
(61cm), 34” (86cm), or 60” (1.5m) wide.
Lumber not included.

Hinged polyethylene panel creates a
smooth transition between shore grade and
deck surface.
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Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.
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Accessories
Accessories Make the Dock
You can add your own signature to your dock by adding an array of
accessories from EZ Dock. To add your personal touch and accommodate
your personal needs, choose from a wide variety of storage boxes, cleats,
benches and ladders.
EZ Dock even has slides to entertain the kids - and has added safety features.
Most accessories can be used with existing docks, and are engineered for the
low-maintenance and durability that you have grown to expect from EZ Dock.
The EZ Dock team continues to develop new accessories for your EZ Dock
system and for existing docks made of other materials. We understand
that you may want to add more trimmings later, so check out our website
for the latest in accessories at www.ez-dock.com.

Swim Ladder
Part# 300260

One-piece polyethylene ladder is designed with no
exposed hardware and 400 pounds of weight capacity.
Slip-resistant textured surface offers maximum safety.
U.S. Patent # 389,923

Dock Slide

EZ Stow Storage Box

Corner Storage Box

EZ Float Step Ladder

The EZ Dock slide adds a little fun
for all ages.

Permanently mounted and
constructed of weather-resistant
materials, the storage box is a great
place to store life jackets, towels,
and any other essential supplies.

Roomy storage in a compact design
that makes the most of available
space without interfering with
foot traffic. Connection boxes for
complete utility hookups through
storage box are also available.

Patent pending aluminum ladder
with polyethylene float that keeps
the ladder out of the water when
not in use but is readily available
when needed.

Polyethylene Bench Kit

Tie-Up Cleat

10” Tie-Up Cleat

Corner Gusset

A complete hardware kit that
allows construction of a durable
polyethylene dock bench.

Tie-down cleats 8” (20cm) and other
accessories attach to heavy-duty
stainless steel T-nuts molded in pairs
around dock section perimeters.

Made from aluminum, the 10”
Tie-Up Cleat is designed for
larger dock lines.

Polyethylene corner gusset adds
deck surface and additional stability
to dock fingers when needed.

Part# 300600

Part# 300970 or 300965 without arms
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Part# 300750

Part# 300100

Part# 300760

Part# 300110

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Part# 300270

Part# 300501

Dock Bumper

Dock Wheels

Utility Channel Inside Corner

Constructed of durable vinyl, the
edging provides a soft cushion
to protect boats from the sides of
docks and vice versa.

The dock bumper is designed to
protect the boat rub-rails. Dock
bumper will attach to dock using
embedded T-nuts.

Steel frames with polyethylene
wheels make movement of docks
easier. Sold in pairs.

Utility conduit can be tucked neatly
inside two-piece chaseway attached
at junction of dock sections. Available
with stainless- steel hardware.

Part# 400117

Utility Channel
Outside Corner

Part# 300180

Utility Channel

Part# 900050

Part# 302040

Part# 302060 (60” Length)
Part# 302020 (20” Length)

Security Curbing

Convenient for installations in which
dock layout requires utility conduit
to be installed around the outside
corner of a dock section. Available
with stainless-steel hardware.

Two-piece, 20” wide chaseway
attaches to side of dock sections,
allowing conduit for utilities. Available
in 60” or 20” long sections, and with
stainless-steel hardware option.

Constructed of polyethylene, curbing
provides a safe border around dock
edges for wheelchairs. (Available in
brown only)

Corner Dock Wheel

Transition Kit (Polyethylene) Coupler Kit
Part# 100717 (15”) or 100718 (30”)

Part# 301100

Help protect your dock from
approaching watercraft with EZ
Dock’s corner dock wheel.

Hinged polyethylene plate creates a
smooth transition between EZ Dock
or EZ Port and another floating dock.

Standard coupler kit includes two
couplers, one bolt, and one nut.
Couplers are made from recycled
material and are noncorrosive.

Part# 300537

Part# 35116

Part# 302030

Accessories

Dock Edging

Supplemental Flotation
Part# 206013FL

Attaches under dock sections and
EZ Port lifts to increase the flotation
capacity in specific applications.

Winch

Part# 91400

Add EZ Dock’s new winch to help
stow your watercraft. Strap sold
separately.

In-Water Installation Tool
Part# 9000010

Hardware Connector
Male

Hardware Connector
Female

For attaching various
accessories.

For attaching various
accessories.

Part# 201040SS

Coupler installation
tool simplifies in water
connection of
couplers.

Part# 201041SS

www.ez-dock.com
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Railings
Style 910
Part# 100910, 105910

Style 911
Part# 100911, 105911

Style 912
Part# 100912, 105912

Safe, Secure,
and Code
Compliant!


10’ (3m) Width

Style 913L
Part# 100913L, 105913L

5’ (1.5m) Width

Style 913R
Part# 100913R, 105913R

10’ (3m) Width

Style 914L
Part# 100914L, 105914L

For commercial or residential
uses, take comfort that
EZ Dock modular railings
conform to SOBA and ADA
guidelines.
Railing sections are

10’ (3m) Width

Style 914R
Part# 100914R, 105914R

10’ (3m) Width

Style 915
Part# 100915, 105915

5’ (1.5m) Width
Style 916*
Part# 100916, 105916

available in a variety
of lengths and profiles
designed to provide security
with minimal obstruction.
Choose from the standard
hot-dipped galvanized finish,

5’ (1.5m) Width

5’ (1.5m) Width

5’ (1.5m) Width

Style 917
Part# 100917, 105917

Style 918
Part# 100918, 105918

Style 919
Part# 100919, 105919

80” (2m) Width

80” (2m) Width

40” (1m) Width

finish, stainless steel or our
new aluminum option.

*These styles are equipped with holders
for fishing rods.

Style 920*
Part# 100920, 105920

40” (1m) Width

Dock sections are 15 inches (38.1 cm) high and
displace just a few inches of water, resulting in
approximately 14 inches (35.56 cm) of freeboard
height showing above the water line.
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a powder-coated color

Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Railings

Also available in five powder-coated colors & stainless steel:

Forest Green

Brown

Royal Blue

Sand

Stainless Steel

www.ez-dock.com
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Call 1-800-654-8168 for more information.

Worldwide Distribution Network

EZ Dock’s extensive worldwide distribution network is
standing by to support your projects. No matter how large
or small, they can help make your dock dreams reality.

EZ Dock is the world’s market leading floating dock and PWC lift manufacturer. Engineered for low maintenance and
durability, EZ Dock is the most stable, patented floating dock system on the market. From commercial events to personal
recreation, EZ Dock’s modular dock designs, boat lifts, PWC lifts and dock accessories make it EZ to create your perfect
waterfront setting.
Try our EZ Designer™ Configuration Tool located on our website to create your perfect dock. Call your
local dealer today!

US/Canada

Europe

International

1-800-654-8168
ez-dock.com

+46 (0) 380 47 300
ezdockeurope.com

+1-417-235-2223
ez-dock.com

EZ Dock Plant
Monett, MO, USA

www.ez-dock.com
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Contact Your Local Dealer Today
For Your Dock Of Tomorrow.
www.ez-dock.com

US: 1-800-654-8168
www.ez-dock.com
Europe: +46 (0) 380-47-300
www.ezdockeurope.com

A division of

PlayPower, Inc

EZ Dock is certified to ISO-9001, documenting the complete quality
control systems that support our commitment to your satisfaction.

Intl: +1-417-235-2223
www.ez-dock.com
© 2011 EZ Dock, Inc. EZ Dock, Inc. is a division of PlayPower, Inc. EZ-CAT-2011v2

